
Bannock County Board of Equalization 

July 6, 2022, Minutes 

 

Tuesday, July 6, 2022 

BOARD OF EQUALIZATION 
MEETING CALL TO ORDER (action item) 

Commissioners Jeff Hough and Terrel N. Tovey met for Board of Equalization hearings.  

8:31 AM Tovey convened the meeting. Among those present were Nancy Allen, Anita Hymas and 

Braeden Clayson. Appraisers presenting throughout the day included Lanita Benson, Joshua Stokes, 

Jason Hooker and Celeste Gunn. 

The following hearings were conducted: 

  

8:31 AM Tovey opened the hearing.  Allen swore in those testifying. Hough read the process and rules. 

 

Brandon Lewis - RPRPHLS005500 

8:34 AM Lewis claimed he was given short notice and had less than three days to submit evidence. The 

home was a fixer-upper when it was purchased. Since photos cannot be shared, he explained issues that 

included the roof, siding issues, windows, driveway, yard, removed flooring, leaking dishwasher and 

gutted bathrooms. The previous value increases were given. The home is not worth the assessed value in 

its current condition. 

8:37 AM Discussion ensued on windows, subfloor and land value. 

8:40 AM A visit to the property can be scheduled today by an appraiser. Hough moved to table the 

matter to allow an onsite inspection. The motion passed.  

 

Eric & Angie Anderson - RPRCHE2001900 

8:42 AM The appellants did not show. The packet information was reviewed. Hough moved for parcel 

RPRCHE2001900 to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. 

 

8:59 AM Tovey opened the hearing.  Allen swore in those testifying. Tovey read the process and rules. 

 

Adam Pasley - RPRPNG2003400 

9:01 AM Pasley provided three comparables from a realtor and the average of the three is $183,000. He 

has a 75% increase over last year. The house has no basement and a flat roof. Pasley does not oppose 

taxes, but wants the value to be fair.  

9:03 AM The appellant’s comps do not show a sale date. Benson reviewed the property details, 

comparables and price per square foot. The subject property falls within the comparables. Discussion 

ensued on asking price versus sales price. There have been no updates to the home. 

9:09 AM The home is listed in fair condition. Discussion ensued on the current market, bidding wars, 

and potential market slow down. Hough proposed matching comparable two with a time adjustment to 

$228,375. Hough moved on parcel RPRPNG2003400 to adjust the value to $228,375 with reduction off 

improvements. The motion passed. Appeal rights were reviewed. 

 

Neil Clark - RPRPSHE000600 

9:15 AM Clark lives in a twin home with a very small lot. His neighbor lives in a full house and roughly 

twice the lot size that is assessed lower at $43,940. The home needs the furnace replaced and the 

windows have moisture between them. Discussion ensued on land, standoff, and building site. 

9:20 AM Benson confirmed the neighbor was reduced to the stated value. Tovey moved for parcel 

RPRPSHE000600 to adjust the land to $43,000. The motion passed. Appeal rights were reviewed. 

 

Jacob Denning - RPRCBS8000700 

9:24 AM Denning reviewed the neighborhood houses were built within the last year. Other values 

nearby were given. The house has an unfinished basement and garage. An appraisal was submitted. 

Tovey explained time adjustments for appraisals. Hough moved on parcel RPRCBS8000700 to adjust 
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the value to $355,320 based on time adjusting the appraisal. The motion passed. Appeal rights were 

reviewed. 

 

Kyle Garnett - RPR4261002776 

9:28 AM The Assessor’s office reported the parcel is being combined for next year. Hough moved on 

parcel RPR4261002776 to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. 

 

10:00 AM Tovey opened the hearing.  Allen swore in those testifying. Tovey read the process and rules. 

 

Cindy Smith - RPRPPOC176000 

10:03 AM Smith shared there have been no improvements; there is no yard; is located on the alley; does 

not have a garage; and has an unfinished basement. The value increases the last two years were 

reviewed. The land should only be $19,000 or less. It is small. The home value is too high.  

10:04 AM The basement finish was questioned. Benson noted two negative influences were put on land 

and have already been adjusted. The price per square foot looks higher due to that. The home details 

were reviewed and an adjustment will be made for the basement finish to $197,360 for the improvement 

value for a total of $226,258. Hough moved on parcel RPRPPOC176000 to adjust the value to $226,258 

with reduction off the improvements. The motion passed. Appeal rights were reviewed. 

 

James & Bonnie Shaw - RPR4013025600 

10:10 AM Mr. Shaw reviewed the home is a 1904 farm house with a wiring update in 1980. The home 

is inefficient with old windows and doors. Appellants feel penalized for keeping the property nice and 

that it is being compared to new homes being built in Mink Creek. The basement is unfinished and was 

hand dug with concrete poured in layers. The assessment went up 73%.  

10:13 AM The basement finish was questioned. Correcting the basement finish results in a value of 

$407,314. Benson reviewed square footage of the home. The home is valued for the age. Hough moved 

for parcel RPR4013025600 to adjust the value to $407,314 with reduction off the improvements. The 

motion passed. Appeal rights were reviewed. 

 

Cindy Wellard - RPRCMIN000400 

10:20 AM The appellant did not show. An adjustment was made by the appraiser. Hough moved for 

parcel RPRCMIN000400 to adjust the value to $160,866. The motion passed. 

 

Jeremy Ferguson - RPRPTVS001000 

10:21 AM The appellant did not show. Hough moved for parcel RPRPTVS001000 to uphold the 

assessed value. The motion passed. 

 

Patrick & Virginia Taylor - RPR4057009603 

10:22 AM The Assessor proposed $110,690 for the land value and classified it into right of way waste. 

It is surrounded by railroad, lava rock and swamp. The improvements were adjusted to $89,636 for the 

condition for a total of $200,326. Hough moved for parcel RPR4057009603 to adjust the value to 

$200,326. The motion passed. 

 

Tari Jensen & Stan Henson - RPR4013006000 

10:25 AM The appellants did not show. A value of $678,150 is appellants’ opinion. Hooker reviewed 

the South Fifth corridor properties were brought onto a land schedule. Commercial land value is 

$2/square foot. Hough moved for parcel RPR4013006000 to uphold the assessed value. The motion 

passed. 

10:51 AM Appellants appeared and the Board allowed to revisit the matter as there was 

miscommunication for the time to appear. 
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10:53 AM Jensen reviewed concerns for the land value. She is a realtor. The land is assessed high as the 

building was done the same time as the jail, so all properties had high valuations.  

10:55 AM Hooker reported commercial land was put into land schedules and are valued at $2/square 

foot. He could not consider appellants’ comparables as they were residential. Jensen explained the 

building is a fourplex for institutionalized living and when the project started it was zoned residential 

and is on a conditional use permit. 

10:58 AM Tovey noted the property can be divided and that due to having a conditional use permit, 

suggested $1.50 foot. Tovey moved for parcel RPR4013006000 that the land be set at $1.50 per foot for 

a total of $321,472 on the land value. The motion passed. Appeal rights were reviewed. 

  

11:05 AM Tovey opened the hearing.  Allen swore in those testifying. Tovey read the process and rules. 

 

David Stanislowski - RPRCVI3001500 

11:08 AM Stanislowski does not feel value not there. The carpet has been torn out, the basement is 

unfinished and no improvements have been done.  

11:09 AM Benson reviewed the property details, comparables and price per square foot. The property 

falls within the comparable sales. 

11:12 AM The land values against comparables was discussed. The Board discussed consideration for a 

carpet cost to cure of $5,000 and valuing the land at $69,000 for a total of $454,346. Tovey moved for 

parcel RPRCVI3001500 to adjust the value to $454,346 as indicated. The motion passed. Appeal rights 

were reviewed. 

 

Pat Feuerborn & Rick Davis - RPRPFRV014100 

11:15 AM Feuerborn has a rental property that is very old and only has 359 square feet. It has a cellar 

and no basement. Online resources show $1.50 per square foot average. She tried to locate comparables 

unsuccessfully. We need low income rentals. The bathroom is extremely small. There is an outbuilding 

that houses a rowboat.  

11:20 AM Benson was the inspector for this property and the cellar is tall enough to stand up in. The 

property details, comparables and price per square foot were reviewed. The property is in fair condition 

and adjustments have been made to the property over the years.  

11:25 AM Online resources were reviewed for value. Discussion ensued on laws. Hough moved on 

parcel RPRPFRV014100 to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. Appeal rights were 

reviewed.  

 

Mary Nies - RPRPSW2002801 

11:29 AM Nies feels taxes have gone up higher than they should have as there have been no updates 

since they lived there. A commercial project across the street will have impact on property value. The 

lot next door is empty and not maintained with tall weeds. Those issues decrease the value of the home. 

11:31 AM Benson reviewed the property details, comparables and price per square foot.  

11:33 AM Tovey is concerned with the land value. Hough moved for parcel RPRPSW2002801 to adjust 

the land to $75,000 for a total value of $329,498. The motion passed. Appeal rights were reviewed. 

 

Jerry & Deaune Hunt - RPRREQE001700 

11:36 AM Appellants reviewed property increases since moving here. The value is determined for 

January 1. There has been an increase overall of 69% since moving here.  

11:40 AM Benson noted there was a building added in the last few years. The property details, 

comparables and price per square foot were reviewed.  

11:41 AM Discussion ensued on land values in area and previous BOE adjustments. Hough moved for 

parcel RPRREQE001700 to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. Appeal rights were 

reviewed. 
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Krystal & Garrett Lish - RPRPEP6001300 

11:46 AM Appellants reviewed $435,000 is their opinion of value. Finding comparables is difficult in a 

non-disclosure state. She has no improvements. She pulled homes for sale from websites within one 

mile and reviewed them. The parcel viewer was reviewed, but 2022 values are not available.  

11:50 AM Benson reviewed the property details, comparables and price per square foot.  

11:53 AM Discussion ensued that values were reduced that last two years in BOE and that the large 

increase could be due to that. Appellant expressed frustration for the inability for citizens to not have 

information available and going back to January 1. Hough moved for parcel RPRPEP6001300 to uphold 

the assessed value. The motion passed. Appeal rights were reviewed. 

 

WM Properties LLC - RPRPCYP003001 

11:59 AM Adam Wood reviewed the property was purchased in 2015 and shared the value increases 

since then. The unit is a condo. The land is high.  

12:03 PM Benson questioned the basement, crawl space and loft. The property details, comparables and 

price per square foot were reviewed. Land values for similar units are the same.  

12:06 PM Cap rates and condo land values were discussed. Tovey requested the Assessor’s table look at 

the land for the condos to set them the same. Hough moved for parcel RPRPCYP003001 to adjust the 

land to $20,000 for a total of $166,967 with adjustment off land. The motion passed. Appeal rights were 

reviewed. 

 

12:59 PM Tovey opened the hearing.  Allen swore in those testifying. Tovey read the process and rules. 

 

Ali Aghazadeh Habashi - RPRPPOC005105 

1:01 PM Habashi reviewed that property prices are going up but the increase is too high due to the 

location near the Holt Arena, being in a high traffic area, and construction across the street. The home is 

45 years old and the patio is cracked. The basement is not usable and needs renovation. Appellant’s 

opinion of value is $450,000-$460,000. 

1:05 PM Gunn questioned basement finish. Appellant stated the basement is in disarray, was flooded 

and damaged and has $50-80,000 in work that needs done.  

1:07 PM Gunn reviewed the property details, comparables and price per square foot. Appellant pointed 

out the location against the comparables. Utility costs are high due to poor windows.  

1:11 PM Tovey pointed out the land value looks to have been adjusted as the land value is less than 

others. Hough pointed out the property had a BOE adjustment last year. Online resources were checked 

for values. Appellant should bring pictures or allow the appraiser to inspect the home for any future 

adjustments. Hough moved for parcel RPRPPOC005105 to table the matter for an appraiser to inspect 

the property to look for adjustments. The motion passed. 

 

Susan Beck - RPRPCYP001401 

1:19 PM Beck explained the property was purchased in 2006 and is a rental. The assessment went up 

44%. She listed seven comparables. It is a townhouse. The streets are not maintained by the city or 

county.  

1:22 PM Gunn reviewed the property details. That the land values for the townhomes will be going 

down to $20,000. Tovey ran calculations for cap rate. Hough moved for parcel RPRPCYP001401 to 

adjust the land to $20,000 for total of $279,202. The motion passed. Appeal rights were reviewed. 

 

Jessie Arnold - RPRPQT1000600 

1:29 PM Arnold reviewed they have four sets of twin homes and they are only reviewing one parcel. 

Tovey pointed out if it cannot be separated, then this will be heard with the administrative tomorrow on 

the others. Arnold submitted that an appraisal has been done on a similar twin home owned by them. 

The property went up 34%. She has been to BOE in the past and adjustments were made due to 
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appraisals. The appraisal was done on a mirror image unit. The age is the only difference. A rent 

schedule is included.  

1:37 PM Gunn questioned comparable years built and pointed out that subject property was built in 

2019 and the appraisal is for a 2007 property.  

1:38 PM Gunn reviewed the property details. Appellant questioned how age affects value. Tovey 

pointed out that appraisal programs can time adjust properties.  

1:43 PM Discussion ensued on appraisals, age adjustments, lack of data for appraisal and trend 

adjustments. The appraisal is not for the exact property. Hough moved for parcel RPRPQT1000600 to 

adjust the value to $255,200 with reduction off improvements. The motion passed. Appeal rights were 

reviewed. 

 

Michael & Lori McClenin - RPRPPOC420000 

1:53 PM McClenin was sworn in. Tovey summarized the process and rules. McClenin shared concerns 

for living space, and there is no heat or air conditioning. The basement space has not been touched and 

is only used for storage.  

1:56 PM Gunn reviewed the property details. An inspection could be scheduled. Basement finish was 

discussed and adjustments were made for the heat in the upstairs making a $21,600 adjustment. Hough 

moved on parcel RPRPPOC420000 to adjust the value to $223,692 with reduction off improvements. 

The motion passed. 

 

Daniel & Lacy Eck - RPR3803056209 

2:41 PM Appellants did not show. This property was recently sketched. Hough moved for parcel 

RPR3803056209 to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. 

 

2:04 PM Tovey opened the hearing.  Allen swore in those testifying. Tovey read the process and rules. 

 

Andrew McKaughan - RPRPGF4002100 

2:06 PM McKaughan explained a similar grievance was brought last year. The land is valued 30% less 

one street down. The increase is 37% over last year.  

2:10 PM Gunn reviewed the property details. Sales are collected all year and used for values on homes. 

Discussion ensued on land values and discrepancies in values. Hough pointed out the BOE adjustments 

the last two years. Hough moved for parcel RPRPGF4002100 to adjust the land reducing the lot to 

$80,000 for total of $531,506 with value off lot. The motion passed. Appeal rights were reviewed. 

 

Juliann & Jeremy Christensen - RPRPNST000800 

2:19 PM Juliann reviewed the increase of 40% over last year.  

2:20 PM Gunn reviewed the property details, comparables and price per square foot. Discussion ensued 

on value increases due to sales. The average increase is 24%, but some increases were less and some 

were more.  

2:26 PM Hough reviewed online resource values. Hough moved for parcel RPRPNST000800 to uphold 

the assessed value. The motion passed. Appeal rights were reviewed. 

 

Logan Carr - RPRCBR6000900 

2:28 PM The Assessor noted there was an adjustment and appellant cancelled. The new total is 

$393,000 with adjustment on the land down to $82,500. Tovey moved for parcel RPRCBR6000900 to 

take Assessor’s recommendation as presented. The motion passed. 

 

Clint Skinner - RPFCSU2000300 

2:29 PM Appellant did not show. An appraisal was done in 2020. Tovey moved for parcel 

RPFCSU2000300 to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. 
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Todd Corsetti - RPRRLYO000200 

2:32 PM Appellant did not show. Discussion ensued on the outbuilding and water and septic. Tovey 

moved for parcel RPRRLYO000200 to adjust the land to $161,876. The motion passed. 

 

Christopher Freed - RPRCCPC041400 

2:39 PM Appellant did not show. Hough moved for parcel RPRCCPC041400 to uphold the assessed 

value. The motion passed.  

 

3:02 PM Tovey opened the hearing.  Allen swore in those testifying. Tovey read the process and rules. 

 

Mark & Jane Smith - RPRPNBD00200 

3:05 PM Appellants reviewed an increase of 42%. The nationwide increase is 18% and for Idaho the 

increase is 18.6%. Appellants’ opinion of value is $450,000 at a 14% increase. Recent sales in the 

neighborhood are consistent with that value. 

3:06 PM Gunn reviewed the property details. Tovey shared the concern for the land value. Tovey 

moved for parcel RPRPNBD00200 the land reduce to $70,000. The motion passed. Appeal rights were 

reviewed. 

 

Morgan Kent - RPRPCRS000800 

3:13 PM Robin Kent also appeared. Morgan reviewed the value increase and acreage. The back half of 

the property is a steep ravine. They have city water, but are on a septic system. Zillow puts the value at 

$509,600. A house sold across the street sold for $350,000 with flat usable land and a barn. The home 

was reviewed and the plumbing needs redone. 

3:16 PM Gunn reported appellants contacted appraiser and an error was corrected for and adjusted 

improvement value of $357,698 for a total of $556,355. Tovey shared concern for the lot value. Tovey 

moved for parcel RPRPCRS000800 to take the appraiser’s recommended improvement value of 

$357,698 and to reduce the land to $140,000 for total of $497,698. The motion passed. Appeal rights 

were reviewed. 

 

Jameson & Courtney Root - RPRRMCM000900 

3:20 PM The appellants’ main concern is the land. There is rough terrain. A variance would be required 

to put a small shed/building on the property. The neighbors’ values were compared. Discussion ensued 

on open space and building rights. They had to have a variance to build their home. 

3:26 PM Gunn reviewed the property details, comparables and price per square foot.  

3:30 PM Online values are all over the place. The home is in the city limits. Discussion ensued on land. 

Hough moved for parcel RPRRMCM000900 to adjust the land to $65,400 for total of $464,515. The 

motion passed. Appeal rights were reviewed. 

 

Brian Scheetz - RPRPSRR008100 

3:36 PM The appellant did not show. Hough moved on parcel RPRPSRR008100 to uphold the value as 

assessed. The motion passed. 

 

Britta and Timothy Naylor – RPRPPR6002300 

Gunn reported an adjustment an adjustment was made. Hough moved to adjust the total to $472,034 

with the change on the improvements. The motion passed. 

 

Mark & Cynthia Brewer - RPRPCPP140500 

3:38 PM The packet was reviewed. Hough moved on parcel RPRPCPP140500 to adjust land to $70,000. 

The motion passed. 
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3:59 PM Tovey opened the hearing.  Allen swore in those testifying. Tovey read the process and rules. 

 

Gerald Munk - RPRCPAA008400 

4:01 PM Munk shared he sent comparables in. He feels the assessed amount is 32% over last year. A 

realtor told him there has been 15-20% increase the last year.  

4:03 PM Gunn reviewed the property details and comparables. Discussion ensued on the homeowner’s 

exemption.  

4:06 PM Discussion ensued on increases and intrinsic land values. Tovey questioned damage and 

explained there have been bidding wars. Hough reported the assessed value falls inline with online 

values. Hough moved on parcel RPRCPAA008400 to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. 

Appeal rights were reviewed. 

 

Bettina Throckmorton - RPRPPOC110700 

4:14 PM The appellant did not show. Hough moved for parcel RPRPPOC110700 to uphold the assessed 

value. The motion passed. 

 

Administrative Reviews 

 

Brandon Booth - RPR4261002747 and RPR4261002751 

8:44 AM The packet was reviewed. Land values were reviewed for subject properties and surrounding 

parcels. Hough moved on parcels RPR4261002747 and RPR4261002751 to uphold the assessed values. 

The motion passed. 

 

Canyonside Grange LLC - RPRPPOC292200 

8:48 AM The packet was reviewed. Hooker reported on the purchase price and value, improvements, 

and that it is a former bank building. There were conditions on the sale that the building could not be 

used as another bank. Hough moved on parcel RPRPPOC292200 to adjust the value to $810,000 with 

reduction off improvements. The motion passed. 

 

David Hubbard - RPRPCPP061802, RPRPCPP061803, RPRPCI2001000, RPRPCRS002801, 

RPRPSHI001400, RPRPSHI001300, RPRPSHI001000, RPRPSHI000900, RPRPSHI000400, 

RPRPSHI000300, RPRPHVS002500, RPRPHD1001700, RPRPHD1001600, and RPRCBS6001000 

9:36 AM Hooker reviewed parcel RPRPCPP061802 is an apartment complex valued at $59,000 per 

unit. Comparables were $112,000, $91,000 and $80,000 per unit. Multi-family properties average $100-

$120,000 per unit. When the property is converted, it will increase the value. Hough moved to uphold 

the assessed value on parcel RPRPCPP061802. The motion passed. 

Parcel RPRPCPP061803 is a triplex on its own parcel. Hough moved on parcel RPRPCPP061803 to 

uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. 

Parcels RPRPCI2001000 and RPRPCRS002801 are a residential home with a contiguous parcel. Hough 

moved on parcels RPRPCI2001000 and RPRPCRS002801 to uphold the assessed values. The motion 

passed. 

9:43 AM Parcel RPRPSHI001400 are townhomes. They appear equitably assessed with recent sales. 

For parcels RPRPSHI000300, RPRPSHI000400, RPRPSHI000900, RPRPSHI001000, 

RPRPSHI001300 and RPRPSHI001400, Hough moved to uphold the assessed values. The motion 

passed. 

9:45 AM Four parcels are single family homes. They appear equitably assessed. Hough moved for 

parcels RPRPHVS002500, RPRPHD1001700, RPRPHD1001600, and RPRCBS6001000 to uphold the 

assessed values. The motion passed. 
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Grace at Chubbuck LLC - RPRCNC1000100 

9:46 AM The packet was reviewed. Hooker shared appellant contacted him regarding the assessed 

occupancy. They had not reached full lease up rate. They were at 86%. The land increase is due to 

initially being listed as residential and was converted to commercial. Discussion ensued on profit/loss 

and cap rates. The facility was recently built, but they did not provide the cost to construct. Hough 

moved for parcel RPRCNC1000100 to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. 

 

Douglas Brown - RPRPVIC005900, RPRPVIC005700 and RPRPVIC005800 

9:54 AM Hooker reported he had made an adjustment, but had not heard back from the appellant. There 

are concerns for a sinking parking lot that has a demolished home under it. Hough moved on parcel 

RPRPVIC005900 to adjust to the Assessor’s recommended value of $358,994. The motion passed. 

Hough moved on parcel RPRPVIC005700 and RPRPVIC005800 to uphold the assessed values. The 

motion passed. 

 

GO LLC - RPR3851021401, RPRPYHA002300, RPR3851021402, RPR4013005902, 

RPRRLR3005000, RPRRLR3005100, RPRPFRV007200, RPRPGVC001900, RPRPCPP073901 

and RPR3849004000 

10:29 AM For parcel RPR3851021401, discussion ensued that there is an ag homesite and ag acreage. 

Stokes reviewed the home details. The property was sketched this year. Tovey moved for parcel 

RPR3851021401 to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. 

10:34 AM For parcel RPRPYHA002300, Hooker reviewed this is a distribution warehouse and was 

converted last year. The year built was questioned and the improvement was lowered to $1,423,881 for 

a total $1,695,581. Hough moved on parcel RPRPYHA002300 to adjust the value per the Assessor’s 

recommendation to $1,695,581. The motion passed. 

10:36 AM For parcel RPR3851021402, Stokes reviewed adjustments were made on the land for a total 

of $666,526. Hough moved for parcel RPR3851021402 to adjust the value to $666,526 with reduction 

off the land. The motion passed. 

10:37 AM For parcel RPR4013005902, Hooker reviewed the property is currently leased and lived in. 

The improvements were adjusted down already and the land did not make it into a land schedule. Hough 

moved to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. 

10:40 AM For parcels RPRRLR3005000 and RPRRLR3005100, Stokes reviewed these are bare parcels. 

These are some of the lowest values in the area. Hough moved for parcels RPRRLR3005000 and 

RPRRLR3005100 to uphold the values. The motion passed. 

10:42 AM For parcel RPRPFRV007200, Stokes could not find any opportunity for adjustment. Hough 

moved for parcel RPRPFRV007200 to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. 

10:44 AM For parcel RPRPGVC001900, Stokes reviewed the basement is listed as zero finish. The 

appraiser went through and made an adjustment to $162,178. Hough moved for parcel 

RPRPGVC001900 to adjust the value per the Assessor’s recommendation to $162,178. The motion 

passed. 

10:45 AM For parcel RPRPCPP073901, Hooker shared the parcel was put into a land schedule and 

there were no opportunities for adjustment found. Hough moved for parcel RPRPCPP073901 to uphold 

the assessed value. The motion passed. 

10:47 AM For parcel RPR3849004000, Stokes reviewed an adjustment was made for functional 

depreciation and access issues for a total of $158,211. Hough moved for parcel RPR3849004000 to 

return to last year’s value of $128,868. The motion passed. 

 

Chester Lackey/Mega Marketing - RPRPFRG012400, RPRDDOW000900, RPRCTME000200, 

RPRPMR1001000, and RPRPCT4005400 

8:52 AM The packet was reviewed. Discussion ensued on statements in the application and having a 

preponderance of evidence. Hough moved on parcels RPRPFRG012400, RPRDDOW000900, 
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RPRCTME000200, RPRPMR1001000, and RPRPCT4005400 to uphold the assessed values. The 

motion passed. 

 

D & S Investments - RPRCBBA003104 

2:51 PM The packet was reviewed. Hooker reviewed this is the rear parcel and during conversion of 

commercial, the value was based on all three as an aggregate. Due to lack of preponderance of evidence, 

Tovey moved for parcel RPRCBBA003104 to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed.  

 

Chris & Kristy Adams - RPRRTMR000400, RPRRTMR000800, and RPRRTMR000500 

4:16 PM The packet was reviewed. Stokes reported adjustments to $24,730 for two parcels ending in 

400 and 800. They did not find adjustments for the parcel with the home. Stokes reviewed that parcels 

RPRRTMR000400 and RPRRTMR000800 were adjusted to $24,730, and no changes for parcel 

RPRRTMR00500. Hough moved to accept the Assessor’s recommended values on the parcels. The 

motion passed. 

 

Daniel Tanner - RPRAEMA001500 and RPRAGUA000800 

4:18 PM Stokes reported 1500 is a contiguous parcel. It was changed and adjusted to $11,626. Hough 

moved for parcel RPRAGUA000800 to uphold the assessed value and on parcel RPRAEMA001500 to 

adjust the land to $11,626. The motion passed. 

 

David Hardiek- RPRPRCT004800 and RPRPWPO006700 

4:20 PM The packet was reviewed. Discussion ensued on marking property type on applications. Hough 

moved on parcels RPRPRCT004800 and RPRPWPO006700 to uphold the assessed values. The motion 

passed. 

 

Dorothy Lohse - RPRPWHS004300 and RPRPWHS003201 

4:22 PM The packet was reviewed. Tovey moved for parcel RPRPWHS004300 to adjust the land to 

$75,000. The motion passed. Tovey moved for RPRPWHS003201 to uphold the assessed value. The 

motion passed.  

 

Elijah Townsend - RPR4015030604, RPRMHT2002800 and RPRPWPO002400 

4:24 PM The packet was reviewed. Hough moved for parcel RPR4015030604 to uphold the assessed 

value. The motion passed. Tovey moved for parcel RPRMHT2002800 that the assessed value be 

upheld. The motion passed. Hough moved for parcel RPRPWPO002400 to uphold the assessed value. 

The motion passed. 

 

Erwin Zundel - RPRPNKT000800 and RPRPNKT000900 

4:29 PM The packet was reviewed. The property is a fourplex. Stokes reported there are some changes. 

For RPRPNKT000900, the value was adjusted to $297,170. For RPRPNKT000800, the value was 

changed to contiguous at $12,000. Hough moved on the parcels as indicated, to accept the 

recommended values by the Assessor. The motion passed. 

 

Greg Smedley - RPR4057009210 and RPR4057009602 

4:33 PM Tovey recalled the property is in the flood plain. Stokes made note in the file to check on the 

flood plain. Tovey questioned the increase in improvement value. Stokes reported an outbuilding was 

added and corrections were made to add the upper floor. Tovey moved on parcel RPR4057009210 to 

uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. Tovey moved for parcel RPR4057009602 to uphold the 

value. The motion passed. 
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Jenilee & Jeremy Johnson - RPRPGF4001800 

4:39 PM There is an appraisal from April of this year. Hough moved for parcel RPRPGF4001800 to 

adjust the value per the appraisal to $625,000. The motion passed. 

 

Jesus Jaramillo - RPRPBDS001700 

4:41 PM The packet was reviewed. An appraisal for $537,000 from April was reviewed. It was a 

desktop appraisal. The property listing was checked. Hough moved for parcel RPRPBDS001700 to 

adjust the value to $537,000 per the appraised value with reduction off improvements. The motion 

passed. 

 

Karen McGee - RPRPCRPL003000, RPRPCRL004100, RPRPCRL003301, RPRPCRL003100, 

RPRPCRL003900, RPRPTLA001401 and RPRPTLA001100 

4:46 PM Stokes reported none of these parcels include the lake. The lots are buildable. Tovey moved for 

RPRPCRL004100, that the value be upheld. The motion passed. Tovey moved for 003200 that the 

current value be upheld. The motion passed. Tovey moved for parcel RPRPCRL003301, the value be 

upheld at $35,875. The motion passed. Tovey moved for parcel 003200 the value at $24,329 be upheld. 

The motion passed. Tovey moved that parcel RPRPTLA001401 at $26,023 be upheld. The motion 

passed. Tovey moved that parcel 3200 for $24,329 be upheld. The motion passed. Tovey moved that 

parcel RPRPTLA001100 at $76,770 be upheld. The motion passed. Tovey moved that parcel 003200 at 

$24,329 be upheld. The motion passed. Tovey moved that parcel RPRPCRL003100 at $50,770 be 

upheld. The motion passed. Tovey moved that parcel 003200 at $24,329 be upheld. The motion passed. 

Hough moved for parcels RPRPCRL003301, RPRPCRL003900, RPRPCRL004100, and 

RPRPTLA001100 to uphold the values. The motion passed. Tovey moved for parcel RPRPCRL002300, 

with cause to be raised, a parcel that is private and not a commons area with a .8 acre and an aquatic 

feature be assessed at $24,000. The motion passed. 

 

Lorraine Florence - RPR3851019906 & RPR3851013308 

4:53 PM Hough moved for parcel RPR3851019906 to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. 

Hough moved on parcel RPR3851013308 to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. 

 

Mark & Karen Farnes - RPRCPAA001900 and RPRPCPP075000 

4:55 PM Hough requested to hold these hearings until tomorrow for personal conflict of interest to 

allow Commissioner Moser to be present. 

 

Nichalos & AshliJo Vialpando - RPRPHND002200 

4:56 PM There is an appraisal from 2020 at $260,000 and with a time adjustment the value would be 

$348,400, higher than the assessment. Tovey moved for parcel RPRPHND002200 to uphold the 

assessed value. The motion passed. 

 

Nicholas & Sarah Hofeldt - RPRPSNW000100, RPRPPOC154300, and RPRRTMR012000 

4:59 PM The packet was reviewed. Tovey moved for parcel RPRPPOC154300 to uphold the assessed 

value. Hough moved for parcel RPRRTMR012000 to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. 

Tovey moved for parcel RPRPSNW000100 to uphold the value as presented. the motion passed. 

 

The following appellants will continue tomorrow: 

Ralph Panttaja - RPRRMTE000600, RPRRMTE000802, and RPRPCPP020200 

 

Randy Adams - RPRPPOC153501 and RPR3851016600 

 

 

Rondo Millward - RPRPHP2002600 
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Vitit Kantabutra & Deborah Arnold - RPR3851022601 and RPR3851023901 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jwxA-fcpi-M 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xv3SK8WOLDY 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QPHOKWHXR-0 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P0DxTmG-zPQ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hpEJO8DFuh0 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Jq7OCrM7G0 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KJMT9-liYCQ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_8xD7-tx0GI 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9RNEy3mHDgE 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LWzz4Onry8o 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tMIh4xfC3gc 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=60RY-NINjik 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9RNEy3mHDgE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LWzz4Onry8o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tMIh4xfC3gc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=60RY-NINjik

